RB Demo Suction Vs. Airflow
Of course, your RB comes with many other attachments.
Wheels so you don’t have to pick it up and carry it around, an attachment caddy so you don’t need to look
for your attachments.
This tool is for your furniture, but I’m going to show you for the last time that is totally impossible to clean
with a bag or filter.
Have you ever seen a vacuum demonstration before?
They talk about suction.
They say we have so much suction you can pick up bowling balls, steel bb’s and bald babies all kinds of
things.
This is suction.
It sticks to my arm and if I leave it there long enough, I get a hickey I need to explain to my wife.
She wants to know why I went out with a rectangle mouth woman.
What really cleans is airflow.
Stick a couple of fingers in there.
Feel that?
Mary when do think a vacuum should pick up best, when the bag is full or empty?
Mary lay that cloth in your hand.
See how easy I can pick that up.
That’s because I have a clean bag but watch what happens when you clean a little.
Just a few swipes across your cushion, lay that in your hand again.
Look I can’t even pick it up this time.
John, if I can’t pick up the cloth, do you think I can get any dirt at the bottom of your carpet?
Have you ever played feed the vacuum?
You know you have that string on the top of the carpet and you go over and over it and can’t get it, so you
stick it in your vacuum or into your pocket?
Well, same question, if you can’t get the string on top can you get dirt at the bottom?
See what happened here in just a few swipes happens in your vacuum in just a few minutes after changing
the bag or filter.
On top you have the carpet, because as soon as the bag got clogged you can’t pick anything heavy up.
Sand is heavy so it stays in your carpet and furniture.
Every time you walk on your carpet or move around on your furniture you are cutting the fibers apart.
The next time you come to vacuum, guess what you pick up?
That’s why your bag is full of carpet instead of dirt.
Let me show you this again a few more times in the same spot.
After 5 times you still have the same thing, carpet on top and dirt at the bottom.
Again, as soon as the bag gets clogged all you can pick up is carpet and furniture fibers and the sand just cut
the fibers apart.

RB Attachments
In 1936 our company new the problem, it was the bag, so we eliminated it.
Now you can clean and clean and clean and never lose power.
You can clean your home, your neighbor’s home, your neighbor’s neighbor’s home, you can even come and
clean my home if you would like to.
However, if you did you would still have the same power as you did when you started.
John & Mary, if you must clean, and everybody does, do you want to be cleaning the 1st 5 minutes you put a
new bag or filter in, or do you want to be cleaning the entire time?

Well with your Rainbow you can do that.
Plus, again it smells nice in here, not like what’s been dying in your vacuum bag.
Finally, wet dirt can’t fly so you don’t have to chase it all over the house.
I’m going to show you how you can double the life of your furniture and keep it looking brand new.
Have you ever noticed how your furniture starts to round off at the front?
Do this once a year and it will keep them smelling brand new and looking new.
You just put them in the bag with your favorite fragrance and take the bad air out.
Oh, my I hope they gave you an extra cushion.
Guaranteed to win a pillow fight, whoever gets the Rainbow 1st wins. Now you turn this to the other side and
blow a nice fresh smell into it.
Do this about 3 times on each side.
Also, very nice for your comforter on your bed, have you ever had it dry cleaned?
Well instead of spending $50 or $60 on a dry-cleaning bill, just put it into the bag and you can save all that
money.
Remember earlier I told you that you would only need to dust 1 time every 4 to 6 weeks?
Well when you dust instead of using that rag and spreading it all over the place, you will use this.
It’s nice and soft so it doesn’t scratch anything.
Look over here on your table, or on your TV.
Can you believe all of that?
This is for your baseboards.
You should do them once a month because that is where all your bugs die.
If you get them before they decompose then you don’t have to breathe them.
Look at all the pieces of dead bugs.
If you put this on the other side, it is what you use in front of your door or sliding glass doors.
You know you clean and then somebody comes in from outside and tracks all that dirt in.
While you clean by the doors next time just switch this to the other side and blow all that dirt away.
This is your inflator tool, to blow up balloons, rubber rafts, air mattresses all kinds of things.
If you put this on this is your coil cleaner.
It will double the life of all your major appliances, washers, dryers, freezers, ceiling fans, computers, TV’s,
stereos anything like that.
Ask somebody that works on these things and they will tell you.
The #1 cause of breakdown is dust build up. So once a year just blow all the dust out and it will double the
life of them.
You can also put this in your dryer vent to clean that out.
This is my favorite tool.
Mary how do you normally sweep your (tile, wood or linoleum) floor?
Do you sweep or vacuum?
Could you do just a little spot for me?
Watch this.
Can you believe how much was left after you supposedly cleaned that spot?

